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                Choose language:  
        Default
Chinese
English 
French
German
Hindi
Korean
Portuguese
Russian
Slovenian 
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Russian QWERTY
Spanish QWERTY
French QWERTY
Slovenian QWERTY



            





            
            

        



    
        
            
            
            


        

    

    

                
                
            Text Collection:                 

                 Domestic_Cat
Dreams
Pancakes
Cocktails
Mountain
Life
Web_Browser_History
Sun
Dolphin
Forest
Athletics
Reading
Roman_Empire


                

            



            
                
                    
                        Wiki Generator 2!:
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        Text Generator:
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        Website to text 2!:                

                
                    
                

            

    


    

    

    

    
        


            
                
    Font size:                 

                
                    20px
21px
22px
23px
24px
25px
26px
27px
28px
29px
30px
31px
32px
33px
34px
35px
36px
37px
38px
39px


                

            

            
                
    Font style:                 

                
                    arial
arial black
comic sans ms
courier
courier new
georgia
helvetica
impact
palatino
times new roman
trebuchet ms
verdana


                

            

            
                
    Textfield height:                 

                
                    40px
80px
120px
160px
200px
240px
280px
320px
360px
400px

 Custom height:  (locked) 
                

            

        

        

        
            

                Select color theme:
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                Current word label:



            

            

                

            

        

        
            

                Right word label:
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                Wrong word label:



            

            

                

            

        

        

        
            
    Expand and view mistakes:             

            
                
            

        

        

        
            
    Show accuracy plot:             

            
                 
                

        

        
            
    Show correcting accuracy plot:             

            
                 
                

        

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    
        *This
            generator is for training fingers for muscle memory. Generated text
            will be much harder to type.

        

        
            
                Text
                    length:

                
                    
                

            

            
                Shortest
                    word length:

                
                    
                

            

            
                Longest
                    word length:

                
                    
                

            

            
                Include
                    custom symbols:

                
                    
                    

                    *(Recommended to use for other
                        keyboard layouts)

                

            

            

            *US keyboard layout


            
                
                    
                        All columns:
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            *If you want to
                include your keyboard layout, please send email to [email protected]
                and include simple layout image (like ours) and list by symbols for
                each row and column.

            

        


    

    
        
            Automatic Text Replacement Enabled:  (when enabled this will automatically replace (un)desired symbols)

            
            

            Add New Rule Use Default Rules

        

    


    
        
            Different keyboard layouts: English QWERTY
Russian QWERTY
Spanish QWERTY
French QWERTY
Slovenian QWERTY

 Not your layout? Look below..
            

        

        

        

            
                Left Hand:

                

                
                    Finger 1:



                    Finger 2:
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                    Finger 5:
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                Right Hand:

                

                
                    Finger 6:
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                    Finger 8:



                    Finger 9:



                    Finger 10:
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                You don't need to submit 10 finger values, the values will be automatically picked up by the system when the game starts.
            

            
                "Not your layout?" section:

                    Full country name for your layout: Submit

                    (don't forget to fill the symbols for 10 fingers above, before pressing submit)

                

                
                    Please add all the basic - most used symbols only, eg. letters, numbers and punctuation! If you write too many, then the processing speed at typing will be slower. If you do not add enough symbols, then the results will be less accurate. Arround up to 10 symbols per finger would be tolerable, unless your layout has a lot of symbols (in this case use as many you want until you cover the basic symbols).

                

            

        

    

    
    Select Wikipedia Language: 
Abkhazian
Acehnese
Adyghe
Afar
Afrikaans
Akan
Albanian
Alemannic
Amharic
Anglo-Saxon
Arabic
Aragonese
Aramaic
Armenian
Aromanian
Assamese
Asturian
Avar
Aymara
Azerbaijani
Bambara
Banjar
Banyumasan
Bashkir
Basque
Bavarian
Belarusian
Belarusian (Taraškievica)
Bengali
Bihari
Bishnupriya Manipuri
Bislama
Bosnian
Breton
Buginese
Bulgarian
Burmese
Buryat
Cantonese
Catalan
Cebuano
Central Bicolano
Chamorro
Chavacano
Chechen
Cherokee
Cheyenne
Chichewa
Chinese
Choctaw
Chuvash
Classical Chinese
Cornish
Corsican
Cree
Crimean Tatar
Croatian
Czech
Danish
Divehi
Dutch
Dutch Low Saxon
Dzongkha
Egyptian Arabic
Emilian-Romagnol
English
Erzya
Esperanto
Estonian
Ewe
Extremaduran
Faroese
Fiji Hindi
Fijian
Finnish
Franco-Provençal
French
Friulian
Fula
Gagauz
Galician
Gan
Georgian
German
Gilaki
Goan Konkani
Gothic
Greek
Greenlandic
Guarani
Gujarati
Haitian
Hakka
Hausa
Hawaiian
Hebrew
Herero
Hill Mari
Hindi
Hiri Motu
Hungarian
Icelandic
Ido
Igbo
Ilokano
Indonesian
Interlingua
Interlingue
Inuktitut
Inupiak
Irish
Italian
Jamaican Patois
Japanese
Javanese
Kabardian
Kabyle
Kalmyk
Kannada
Kanuri
Kapampangan
Karachay-Balkar
Karakalpak
Kashmiri
Kashubian
Kazakh
Khmer
Kikuyu
Kinyarwanda
Kirghiz
Kirundi
Komi
Komi-Permyak
Kongo
Korean
Kuanyama
Kurdish (Kurmanji)
Kurdish (Sorani)
Ladino
Lak
Lao
Latgalian
Latin
Latvian
Lezgian
Ligurian
Limburgish
Lingala
Lithuanian
Lojban
Lombard
Low Saxon
Lower Sorbian
Luganda
Luxembourgish
Macedonian
Maithili
Malagasy
Malay
Malayalam
Maltese
Manx
Maori
Marathi
Marshallese
Mazandarani
Meadow Mari
Min Dong
Min Nan
Minangkabau
Mingrelian
Mirandese
Moksha
Moldovan
Mongolian
Muscogee
Nahuatl
Nauruan
Navajo
Ndonga
Neapolitan
Nepali
Newar
Norfolk
Norman
North Frisian
Northern Luri
Northern Sami
Northern Sotho
Norwegian (Bokmål)
Norwegian (Nynorsk)
Novial
Nuosu
Occitan
Old Church Slavonic
Oriya
Oromo
Ossetian
Palatinate German
Pali
Pangasinan
Papiamentu
Pashto
Pennsylvania German
Persian
Picard
Piedmontese
Polish
Pontic
Portuguese
Punjabi
Quechua
Ripuarian
Romani
Romanian
Romansh
Russian
Rusyn
Sakha
Samoan
Samogitian
Sango
Sanskrit
Sardinian
Saterland Frisian
Scots
Scottish Gaelic
Serbian
Serbo-Croatian
Sesotho
Shona
Sicilian
Silesian
Simple English
Sindhi
Sinhalese
Slovak
Slovenian
Somali
Southern Azerbaijani
Spanish
Sranan
Sundanese
Swahili
Swati
Swedish
Tagalog
Tahitian
Tajik
Tamil
Tarantino
Tatar
Telugu
Tetum
Thai
Tibetan
Tigrinya
Tok Pisin
Tongan
Tsonga
Tswana
Tumbuka
Turkish
Turkmen
Tuvan
Twi
Udmurt
Ukrainian
Upper Sorbian
Urdu
Uyghur
Uzbek
Venda
Venetian
Vepsian
Vietnamese
Volapük
Võro
Walloon
Waray
Welsh
West Flemish
West Frisian
Western Punjabi
Wolof
Wu
Xhosa
Yiddish
Yoruba
Zazaki
Zeelandic
Zhuang
Zulu
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        The purpose of this application is to help you train touch typing, easy and online. Some of the main features include: 

	Entry of any text in any size and any language
	Editing of text
	Choice of selecting existing texts
	Customization of text styles
	Setting custom time of the test in seconds, minutes and hours
	Comprehensive and transparent display of accurate test results
	Additional explanation of the results
	Graphical display of results as a function of time
	Marking the correct and incorrect words
	Multilingual support
	Intuitive and fast functional interface





How do I start?


The application will automatically start to randomly selected existing text. Given text can replaced with another text from the collection of texts or your own text, by easely copying it into the input field (largest box).



Custom time can be set in the small field below the largest field / box.



Prepare the game by clicking on the large text box below the largest field / box to enter your own text or copy. You start the game, when you start typing in this box.



After the time expires, the test results will show. They are divided on the main results, detailed results and graphic results. The game can also be canceled before the end of time, the results of which will be considered as part-time.
'    


    
    

    
        Enter or copy your own custom text in the first field. When you are
        ready, start typing the same text in the lower field. You have to type
        it as fast as you can, until the time runs out. The score is displayed
        below.
 
Custom text entries are suited for your own typical
        typing training and testing.
    

    
        This is speed typing training and testing application. 
 
It is
        ideal for a job that requires typists skills. You can use your own text
        to practice typing that might be more suitable for your particular
        texts at your job (law, medicine, particular language, IT etc.).
        Professional typists usually write from 50 to 80 words per minute. The
        world record is 216 words in one minute.
 
 Application was last
        updated
    

    

        
            Enter or copy your own text:  
        

        
                    
                    Initial size                    
                



                    
        
                    
                        Shuffle 
                    

                    
                        Cleanup 
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                2
                

                3
                

                4
                

                5
                

            

            
                5
                

                4
                

                3
                

                2
                

                1
                

            

            

        


        Insert words - Cancel on click / time available [h:m:s] 
        Light 
        

        



            
                
                  
                
                    
                        Speed wpm

                        Accu. %

                        Corr. %

                        

                    

                    
                        Health:
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                            Simple Advanced Touch Typing Test For Custom Text

                        

                        
                            

                            

                            

                        


                        
                            
                            


                        
                            
                             Like Text                        

                        

                    


                    




        

        

     
        
            
            Keyboard Layout:


            

            

            

        

        
        
            


        

                    

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
 Speed in words per minute is CALCULATED from SUBMITTED symbols. 5 right submitted symbols per minute equal 1 submitted word per minute. The reason for this is, that a right submitted long word is not equal to right submitted short word. The speed is displayed in words per minute.

    
            Speed in words per minute:     

    



                            

                        

                        
                            
 Accuracy is calculated from 'ALL RIGHT TYPED symbols' divided by 'ALL; WRONG AND RIGHT TYPED symbols. It represents accuracy for each keypress you make and gives you probability that your next keypress will be right one. Accuracy is displayed in percentage.

    
            Accuracy:     

    



                            

                        

                        
                            
 Error correcting accuracy is calculated from 'ALL CORRECTED symbols' divided by 'ALL WRONG TYPED symbols'. Error fixing accuracy decreases in two situations: when you SUBMIT wrong symbols or when you FALSLY CORRECT an error. Error correcting accuracy is displayed in percentage.

    
            Error correction accuracy:    

    



                            

                        

                        

                        

                        

                        
                            Share results on                                Facebook
                        

                        
                            Share results on                                Twitter
                        

                    

                    



                    
                        
                            
      TopTyper Rank                            

                            



TopTyper Beginner


Your typing skill is basic and suitable for occasional computer use.


As a TopTyper Beginner your typing skill is better recommended for finding and viewing information (for example searching the internet) than creating text content.


By practicing you can achieve an average typing skill, which will be just a matter of time!

Next level: 20wpm, 80% accuracy.




TopTyper Intermediate


Your typing skill is average and suitable for normal computer use.


As a TopTyper Intermediate your typing skill is recommended for finding and viewing information (for example searching the internet) and it is also useful for creating text content.


By practicing you can achieve an advanced typing skill, which will be really useful and applicable for most everyday computer tasks!

Next level: 40wpm, 90% accuracy.




TopTyper Advanced


Your typing skill is advanced and suitable for most computer tasks.


As a TopTyper Advanced your typing skill is recommended for creating text content withouth any additional requirements of typing speed, accuracy and time limitations.


By practicing you can master the typing skill, which will be useful also for professional typing!

Next level: 60wpm, 90% accuracy.




TopTyper Master


You have mastered the typing skill and you can perform entry-level professional typing.


As a TopTyper Master your typing skill is suitable for any typing task and also for performing basic professional typing.


By practicing you can achieve a professional typing skill, which will be useful for your professional career!

Next level: 80wpm, 95% accuracy.




TopTyper Professional


You have a typing skill of a professional typist.


As a TopTyper Professional your typing skill is perfected and you can effectively complete any professional task.


By practicing you can achieve an elite typing skill, which is not achieved by many!

Next level: 100wpm, 95% accuracy.




TopTyper Elite


Your typing skill is elite as it exceeds any typing requirements and is useful for typing competitions.


As a TopTyper Elite your typing skill can more than perform any typing task and can also be used typing competitions.


As a TopTyper Elite you have more than perfected your typing skill and can now practice to achieve a better place at the typing competitions.

This is the final level.


Show table of levels

    	TopTyper Rank	min WPM	min Accuracy
	Beginner	0wpm	/
	Intermediate	20wpm	80%
	Advanced	40wpm	90%
	Master	60wpm	90%
	Professional	80wpm	95%
	Elite	100wpm	95%








                            


                        


                        
                            
      Speed                            

                            



            
			
The right or wrong words YOU HAVE SUBMITTED by pressing SPACE key. They are displayed in number of words per minute.
Entered right words: 
Entered wrong words: 

			
			

			

			

            
			
The right or wrong symbols YOU HAVE SUBMITTED by pressing SPACE key. They are displayed in number of symbols per minute.
Entered right symbols: 
Entered wrong symbols: 

			
			

			

			

            
			
The right or wrong symbols YOU HAVE EVER PRESSED. They are displayed in number of symbols per minute.
Right keys pressed: 
Wrong keys pressed: 

			
			

			

			

            
			
The wrong symbols you HAVE CORRECTED at the WORDS INPUT FIELD, or the wrong symbols you LEFT UNCORRECTED and HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED. They are displayed in number of symbols per minute.
Number of corrected symbols: 
Number of uncorrected symbols:

			
			

			

			



                            


                        


                        
                            
      Accuracy                            

                            


            
			
The right or wrong words YOU HAVE SUBMITTED by pressing SPACE key. They are displayed in numbers.
Entered right words: 
Entered wrong words: 

			
			

			

			

            
			
The right or wrong symbols YOU HAVE SUBMITTED by pressing SPACE key. They are displayed in numbers.
Entered right symbols: 
Entered wrong symbols: 

			
			

			

			

            
			
The right or wrong symbols YOU HAVE WRITTEN BEFORE SUBMITTING THEM by pressing space key. They are displayed in numbers.
Right keys pressed: 
Wrong keys pressed: 

			
			

			

			






                            

                        


                        
                            
      Error correction                            

                            


            
			
The wrong symbols you HAVE CORRECTED at the WORDS INPUT FIELD or the wrong symbols you LET UNCORRECTED and were SUBMITTED by pressing space. They are displayed in numbers.
Number of corrected errors: 
Number of uncorrected errors: 

			
			

			

			

            
			
The right or wrong symbols YOU HAVE DELETED at the WORDS INPUT FIELD. They are displayed in numbers.
Deleted wrong symbols: 
Deleted right symbols: 

			
			

			

			

            
			
ALL symbols YOU HAVE EVER ENTERED; or DELETED at the WORDS INPUT FIELD. They are displayed in numbers.
All pressed symbols: 
All deleted symbols: 

			
			

			

			

                            

                        




                        
                            
      Other typing data                            

                            




            
			
The WRONG WORDS YOU HAVE SUBMITTED categorised by wrong words that were LONGER, EQUAL LONG or SHORTER than the actual word YOU SHOULD HAVE SUBMITTED. They are displayed in numbers.
Longer/Equal length/Shorter wrong words: 

			
			

			

			

            
			
The wrong words per minute, that are CALCULATED on the basis of 5 symbols equaling to 1 word. This speed is more generalistic, as it is not influenced by the length of the words typed.
Wrong words per minute: 

			
			

			

			


                            

                        




                        
                            
      About typed text                            

                            


            
			
The RATED difficulty of TYPED TEXT, calculated on basis of the average length of WORDS TYPED. Word length of 4 to 5 count as normal, shorter is easy and longer is harder. The length is rounded and displayed in length of symbols. The reason for length of 4 to 5 is, that people can yet still easely read words of this length.
Difficulty of typed text: 
Average length of words: 

			
			

			

			

            
			
The number of times that you have come to the end of your INITIAL TEXT and started to repeat writing it AGAIN.
Number of text repeats: 

			
			

			

			



                            

                        




                        
                            
      About chosen text                            

                            



            
			
The RATED difficulty of TYPED TEXT, calculated on basis of the average length of WORDS OF INSERTED TEXT. Word length of 4 to 5 count as normal, shorter is easy and longer is harder. The length is rounded and displayed in length of symbols. The reason for length of 4 to 5 is, that people can yet still easely read words of this length.
Difficulty of chosen text: 
Average length of words: 

			
			

			

			

            
			
The number ALL words IN INSERTED TEXT.
Number of words in text: 

			
			

			

			

            
			
The number ALL symbols IN INSERTED TEXT.
Number of symbols in text: 

			
			

			

			



                            

                        









                    

                    

                    
                        

                    

                    


                    
                    
Finger Use

                    (Depends on keyboard layout settings)

                    *Finger 1 is left-most finger on the keyboard etc.

                    *Blue are the anticipated fingers, orange are the actual fingers.

                    

                    
                        

                    

                    

                    
                        
                            

                        

                        

                    

                    
Print

                


                





            



            

                
                    
                        Restart
                        Current Values
                        Average Values
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            

    
        Speed in words per minute:     





    
        Average value against time*    

    




                            

                            

    
        Accuracy:     




    
        Average value against time*    

    



                            

                            

    
        Error correction accuracy:    




    
        Average value against time*    

    



                            

                        

                        
                            

    
        Speed in words per minute:     





    
            

    




                            

                            

    
        Accuracy:     




    
            

    



                            

                            

    
        Error correction accuracy:    




    
            

    



                            

                        

                    











                
		
            





            

                        	 	TopTyper touch typing auto-assessment for Europass CV
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	Auto-assessment of typing skills	 
	 	General typing evaluation	Physical skill evaluation	 
	 	Typing speed	Typing accuracy	Typing error correction	10-finger skill	 Typing stamina	 
	 											 



            



        
    
    
TopTyper automatic advisor

    
    

    

    

    
        To help improve the advisor please share.*
    

    
		

      

    
    





            
        



        

        



                    
                
                  

                

                
        

            
                            

                              





    
        
Chrome Quick Access Typing Plugin
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TopTyper Mini for Android
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New TopTyper Courses
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                    TopTyper.com has provided 505691 results and counting!

                    

                    
                        Statistic report (beta)[image: ] [image: ]

                    

                    
                        Typing tutorial (beta)[image: ] [image: ]

                        

                        

                    

                

                

                It may not seem like a big deal to you, but your typing skills may be placing you right out of a job. Well, more specifically – your lack of typing skills, that is. Maybe you use the “hunt and peck” method, or some variation of the ten fingers touch typing method. Maybe you notice yourself looking at the keyboard often, searching for that one elusive key right under your pinky. None of these, by the way, equate to marketable typing skills that might help you land a job.You see, many of us may vaguely remember taking a typing course somewhere during our school days. Maybe we used those skills on a few papers that semester and breezed through the rest of the class thinking, “when am I ever going to use this?”Most Jobs Require Typing SkillsThe fact is this: that typing class you may have paid minimal attention to in school, could totally have landed you that job you just applied for. Don’t believe me? Consider this; computers are a larger part of our lives now, than ever before. Most jobs require at least the most basic computer skills, even jobs that 10 or 15 years ago did not. In fact, many employers are requiring candidates to be able to type at least a minimum of 35 wpm just for the sake of productivity.There are a variety of reasons that employers are looking for people with above average typing skills. More importantly though, are the benefits that honing these skills can give you. It’s not just about making yourself attractive to potential employers, learning a skill such as touch typing can help you get ahead in a number of ways.Typing Speed Requirements in Today’s Work LifeMore and more employers are looking at a candidate’s typing skills as a prerequisite for the job, not as an optional skill. Adding touch typing to your arsenal will put you ahead of the game and open a world of job opportunities to you. Here is a list of just a few jobs out there that rely heavily on touch typing skills:Office and Clerical (at least 35-40wpm)Administrative and Executive Assistants (at least 35-40wpm)Legal Secretary (60 wpm)Computer Coders (60 wpm)Data Entry Clerk (75wpm)Medical Transcriptionists (90 wpm)Stenographer (200wpm)It might seem ridiculous to you that there are people out there that can type 200 words per minute, but believe me – they do exist. And, the starting pay for some of these jobs isn’t too shabby either.Get a Larger Slice of the Job MarketSo, if you think that touch typing is a skill reserved for some secretary sitting behind a desk with a dusty typewriter, think again. Touch typing is a skill that many of us can benefit from. It not only makes you more marketable but, opens the door to more opportunities and helps to simplify our day to day activities.On average, it takes most people about a year of regular practice to efficiently work up to typing 60 wpm without error.However, a course in touch typing can help you achieve an in-depth understanding of this important skill in as little as 5 course hours. For those going through such a course, improvements in typing speed and accuracy can be seen in as little as a week and a comfortable typing speed can be achieved in about a month. Of course, when it comes to touch typing, like any learned skill – practice makes perfect!
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    Updated: New WikiButton!, and a handy LightsOut button too!

    Last blog news: 500 Daily Tests During the First Half of 2017
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                Most common TopTyper Rank is Intermediate. Intermediate requires a typing speed of at least 20wpm and typing accuracy of at least 80%. The TopTyper Rank distribution is normal. For the statistic we only used results of at least 1 minute duration.

The tests were taken by 102+ different countries around the world.
We are looking forward to publish even more statistics and therefore feel free to fill our databases with even more typing data!

            



            
            


            
                        


                    



        

    



    
        
            
                Developer


                Developed for learning and testing with lots of options.

                

                Thank you for using toptyper.com

                For more informations also visit typistblog.com


                

                To make TopTyper Multiplayer, please support the project by sharing.

                

                email: [email protected]

            


            
                Fastest countries!

                1# Ukraine
[image: ]

2# Australia
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3# Canada
[image: ]




                * Countries with more than 1% of total results.
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                Get Social with us!

                Visit our community at Facebook by clicking on the link below. The appliacation is currently also available on Facebook.

                
                    
                

            


            

            











            


            
                Share your thoughts!
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                Latest Blog News
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500 Daily Tests During the First Half of 2017


There are many typing tests taken each day on toptyper, often around 500 a day. This number represents a great support and a milestone for new things to come.

This year the 100.000th typing test was taken and in 2017 a new typing option for multiplayer was added, which is available at https://www.multityper.com. One of the latest feature being developed is a multiplayer duel.

For toptype...
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New Multiplayer Typing Game


A new multiplayer typing game is available at multityper.com where typing can be played live together with other players. The game allows you to see what other players are typing and there is also a chat, so that you can discuss the end results.

It is very easy to use, just enter your name and wait for the game to start. When the game starts type as many words as possible. While typing you c...
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Good Equipment Influences Typing


Good equipment influences typing. Using better equipment can improve the overall typing experience (at least) a little bit, but very quickly. There might be some getting used to new equipment, but should not take long. It can be beneficial in terms of:

 	reducing strain,
 	boosting productivity,
 	increasing work enthusiasm
 	in the long run even promotes good health in terms of preventing...
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Content of this field can be edited or you can copy your own text inside it. Content will be automatically cleaned up before the game starts.    

    
    
    
        Entered right words:     

    
    Entered wrong words:     

        


